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when a genesa® crystal is a timely addition to the garden and located in its correct
spot, it strengthens and enhances the balance that is already there. when it is out of
place and added at the wrong time, it can throw a garden environment off balance,
resulting in chaos.

PAN oN CreATiNG A GArDeN ENviroNmeNT

It might simplify your understanding of the planning stage if you saw your garden as a
fine, delicate, gourmet soup in which the eventual success of the soup depends on the light-
est and most careful of touches. A pinch of salt would add to the perfection, but a pinch
and a half would break the delicate balance the chef attempts to create and reduce his 
soup to an ordinary, perhaps even unpalatable experience. 

When we work with you to consciously create a garden environment, we approach the task
with the lightest of touches so as not to tilt the balance at any given moment. A specific
crystal placed in one position may be the perfect pinch of salt, in another position it is the
pinch and a half. This applies equally to everything placed into the garden, be it mineral,
vegetable or animal.

i might also add that we do not view any particular season as an isolated moment in time.
We have an overview of the garden and a sense of direction that can be translated into a
span of many years. We see one season as a unit within itself, but we also see how that 
particular unit connects with the whole, plus what lies ahead in terms of its growth and
development toward environmental balance. All of these issues are part and parcel of what
we consider when called on by you to help you create the co-creative garden.

each season is a step in the healing process of the garden and its overall environment. i
urge you to bear with us as we move your garden through its healing processes. We under-
stand the healing steps in which nature must travel. in the garden environment where you
and nature join in partnership, we look to you to help us by implementing those steps. You
will not experience much understanding or logic toward what we are suggesting you imple-
ment, for these moves will be beyond present human logic.* in time, as we grow together 
in our partnership experience, you will learn through observation, and a new logic and
reason will enfold you. for now, i ask that you trust our input. And see the garden, in 
the individual season, as a delicate gourmet soup, but also as a progressing unit of energy 
moving through a long-range healing process. Both of these dynamics are fully present in
the planning information we give you.
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* ThiS iS imPOrTanT.
i’ve heard from co-creative

gardeners who have followed
some pretty bizarre instruc-

tions from nature for a couple
of years. although they had
no idea what was going on
while it was happening, it 

was clear, in hindsight, that
nature was moving their 

garden through an intense
healing process. The gardeners
felt frustrated, slightly insane,
even disappointed for doing
what they were being told to

do. in some cases they had
little produce to show for

their efforts during this
period. But when they stuck
it out, they ended up with a

beautifully producing garden
that truly felt balanced. 



whaT gOeS
where
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We recognize your right at any time to say “no” to any suggestion we give you. We fully 
recognize your position as intelligent souls of the universe with the unencumbered right 
to dictate the direction of your life and environment. We will accept your “no” without 
hesitation and will adjust our information to you accordingly. But i wish to point out 
two things to you.

one. Although we can accommodate an arbitrary change in the planning and
progression of the garden, it may only serve to unnecessarily slow the healing
process your garden must go through.

Two. We of nature are also intelligent life within the universe. for the sake of 
the evolutionary growth on the planet, we not only ask but demand that humans
fully recognize our position.
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